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The effect of curvature on oscillatory free convection in a viscous
incompressible fluid has been discussed by considering the boundary
layers on a fixed horizontal circular cylinder and on a sphere whose
temperature is oscillating harmonically with frequency o about a mean
temperature Io which is the temperature at large distances from the
surfaces. It is seen that the effect of curvature is to increase the
vertical force experienced by the cyiinder and the sphere.

l. Introduction

Schlichting (1932) was the first to show that small oscillations of a
circular cylinder in a fluid at rest induce characteristic secondary flows
whose nature is such that a steady motion is imparted to the whole
fluid inspite of the fact the motion of the fluid is purely periodic. He
used Blasius boundary layer equations for plane motion thus neglecting
the effect of curvature. Wangs (1966) derived the boundary layer
equations in another manner and showed that the interaction of the
curvature with the viscosity of the fluid is important in a second
approximation if the equations are solved by expanding the entities
involved in powers of a parameter. He calculated the corrections to
the solution obtained by Schlichting. Merkin (1967) showed that the
boundary layer on the horizontal cylinder caused by free convection,
when the temperature of the cylinder is oscillating harmonically can be
considered in a way which is analogous to the problem of cylinder
performing oscillations along its diameter. Following Schlichting (lg3?)
he discussed the problem when the temperature of the flxed cylinder,
having its axis horizontal, oscillates harmonically with frequency <o about
a mean temperature 7o the temperature of the surrounding fluid. Thus,
the effect of curvature is neglected in his work.
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In this paper we have discussed the effect of curvature on oscillatory
free convection in a viscous incompressibre fluid by considering the
boundary layers on a fixecl horizontal circular cylinder and a sphere
whose temperature T, is osciliating harmonically with frequency ar

about a mean temperature zo which is the temperature at large distances
from the surfaces. We thus take

Tr:To (l+b cos roat') ...(t)
where r' is the time. The motion is caused by the action of oscillating
buoyant body forces on the fluid near the surfaces. we assume that
the system has been oscillating for a long time so that the transients
have died out, and we can look for solutions which are varying only
harmonically with time. we have derived the two dimensional and
axi-symmetric viscous and thermal boundary Iayer equations following
wangs (1966) and thus studiec the part played by curvature in the free
convection flow. These equations are quite different than those mentioned
by Goldstein (1938) which form the basis of the calculations of Merkin
(1967). As in all problems of free convection there is no obvious
typical velocity scale, and we find that the appropriate velocity scale
in this case is \):gaTolo:, where g is the acceleration due to gravity
and < is the coefficient of thermal expansion. In deducing the viscous
and thermal boundary layer equations as welr as in solving the problems
we have assumed that the reduced frequency s:aotl\J is large, i.e.,

-1e-,S :g<Tofa*a ts small were a is the radius of the cylinder or the
sphere. The Reynolds number ,Re: y a/r is assumed to be of the same
order as *S, i.e., their ratio (SlRe\:m is of order unity, where y is the
kinematic coefficient of viscosity. The solution has been obtained by
expanding all quantities involved in powers of e. The vertical force
experienced by the cylinder and the sphere and the rate of heat transfer
from them have been calculated. The vertical force experienced by the
surfaces consists of three parts, the first one is due to the buoyancy
terms in the equations of motion, the second one is due to the inter-
action of the curvature and the viscosity, and the third one is due to
the variation of the pressure across the boundary layer. The rate of
heat transfer from the cylinder and the sphere consists of two parts,
the first one is due to the conduction of the fluid and the second one
is due to the interaction of the curvature with conduction. It is found
that the effect of curvature on the vertical force experienced by the
cylinder and the sphere and the rate of heat transfer from them are
very signiflcant.
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2. Equations of motion for a cylinder

we consider an infinite circular cylinder of radius a fixed with its
axis horizontal, in a fluid which is almost incompressible, so that the

changes in the density are important only in producing the buoyancy

forces, The temperature of the cylinder 7r, oscillates about a mean

temperature ?"0, which.is the temperature of the surrounding fluid and

is given bV (1). The section of the cylinder by a plane perpendicular

to its axis is a circle. There is no motion along the axis and hence

the motion is two dimensional. Let 0 denote the angle made by the

radius at any point with the downward drawn vertical and let r denote

the distance from the axis of the cylinder. If u' and v' be the compo-

nents of the velocity in the directions of 0 and r respectively, the

boundary conditions of the problem are

u':v':0, T:.To (1 +6 cos tot') at r:a,
Lt':-fl, T-+To ?s r* e"

... (2)

... (3)

The buoyancy force due to the density variations of the fluid at any

point along the upward drawn vertical is pg<(T * Io), where P is the

density of the fluid. Taking this as body force, the equations of motion

in the directions of 0 and r are, respectively,

Au' Au' u'0u' u'v' I Ao'

;i +r'"a7*7 aO+T:*i, {u *st(r-ro) sin o

, fAzu' I 0u' I 62u' 2 6v' u'1 ... (4)+,lai+r 6i+i v6z 
*F ;,a-pJ,

ou\ *,' #.T'r+ -{; : -l'# - r.(r- ro) cos o

#*"i'.i #:u,

- f}zv' I i,v' I AzY' Y' 2 Au'T
+,Laru+i a/+V O-o:-rr- rr 60 )'

The energy equation for the two-dimensional flow when viscous dissipa'

tion is negleced and when there is no heat source, is given by

u# * u''# .+ #: nl# *', u# 
* * U*,f ,

... (5)

where p' is the pressure at any point. The equation of continuity is

... (6)

.". (7)

where ? is the temperature at any point of the fluid and k is the
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thermometric conductivity. We make the quantities dimensionless by

assuming,
t:0)t', tt':\)lt, Yt:€UI,
T*Tn=[f ofu, P'-Paal)P, r:a(l+q),
vn--$f Ps-valu'z-0(1), ... (B)

where €:S-1: l) faa, Re--gq1r, o:vlk is the Prandtl number, and
g :gaTola is taken as a typical velocity.

Substituting (8) and neglecting terms of order €2, Eqs. (4) to (7)

become
u;*,(,ffi*,ff;

fu- -eh cos o,
oy

... (10)

...(11)

...(12)e* *, ("# *,#) :# (W *,2,).

Equations (9) to (12) govern the distribution of velocity components,

the pressure and the temperature within the boundary layer formed
near the circular cylinder. These equations differ in the coefficients of
e from those mentioned by Goldstein (1938), which have been taken by

Merkin (1967) as the basis of his calculations.

3. The solutions of the equations

To solve these equations we assume

tt:LtoJ.err, r:JTrr*eyr), h-ho+eh1,

p:po*ep1, ,: JT r.

-%;-*r, ri" oa'rQff;:0.

-*, * 'o'l::0,Ot 'on'

9.*1n-0.d0 d4

... (13)

)-r,io u-!p-,il+*(ffi*,u;,), ...(e)

**Tr*,(o*ff\-0,

Equation (10) shows that po does not vary across the bundary layer

and outside the boundary layer there is no pressure gradient. Hence,

9*:o inside the boundary layer region. Substituting (13), Eqs. (9) to
d0

(12) yietd the following equations for the first approximation.

... (14)

... (1s)

. .. (16)

.',,tu"
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The equations

-ff*n,
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for the second aPProximation are

sin d+;%f:,, a:: .,,*
lmo 1un .AP,- ,rl -z art + Oo'

apr_ lz* o .^s A ... (18)+:_* l-- rroCOS0,dr)vo
_ lrr t! A.|ht-u, A!-e. , .. AJb l. l4yt An' ... (19)

at'./ oT2 o AB+Yo 6-) */ ; ao'

Au, ,0v,_ lZ*1" *,9lp.l .. (20)
ao+a,--^/6o\,o'''oql'

The first order equations are unaffected by the curvature and hence are

exactly the same as given by Merkin (1967) but the equations for the

second order approximation are quite different. The boundary conditions

(2) and (3) give

llo:lo:Ilt:Vt - 0r hs:ggg 1, hr:A Al t1-Q'

uo-+O, ur)O, lto--->O, /zr+0 as r)--+n . "' (21)

For o/1, the solution of Eqs. (14) to (16) satisfying (21) are

given by

ho:E(1,0),

,":'#fu(t,;l*u(# ,T) ,

,.:7ffi lw;-r)E(', i)*r(r,t)* ,t;n(fi, r11

where, E(x, B):s-xl cos (t-xrl*fr\.

The expressions for u11, dtn.d vo for o:l are given by

,,:i, u(t,- " ) sino ,

,,:[*] , u (r, il.]o{r(0, [) r (r, i)]l *. u.

These expressions are the same as those calculated by

The solution for the first approximation and Eqs. (17) to
the following forms fot u' v* and hr:

ur:lf,(t, ri +fr{rl)7 sin 20 * /r(r. 7) sin o,

( 17)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(2s)

(27)

Merkin 3.

(20) suggest

".. (28)

-

i

a

*
I

ll

L
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Yt:lgt(t, rl)*sr@) cos 2o1gr(r, T) cos o,

Itr:\Xr(t, ,l) +Xr(n)l cos 6aX,r(t, r).
The boundary conditions (21) give

.f t: f , =f u : g r: g z : E, :X. r:X, : X. : 0 at q :0, f ,--+0, f ,+ 0, f *+ 0,
Xr-+O, X.r-+O, Xr+0 as T-+ n . ... (31)

substituting (22) to (30) in Eqs. (17) to (20) we get a set of ordinary
linear differential equations for pt, f' fr, fr, gr, ga, g* X' X, and
xs. These equations have been solved under the boundary conditions
(30). The expressions for fr,.fr, gt, Ez, X, and X, will be the same
as those given by Merkin3 and will not be reproduced here since they
neither affect the rate of heat tranfer from the cylinder nor affect the
vertical force experienced by it The functioos prr f", gz and l, do not
appear in the calculations of Merkin and may be treated as correction
to his solutions. These funciions are given by, provided o+1,

...(32)

... (2e)

... (30)

o,: J: , (r,-f) "o, ,.

-l#

,,: ,/ # *1,(+ , i)*, (,,t)tl
. J:/:,[,(,,;)_,(#,;)] (33)

r,:*l ,, *l-u (r,i)*,r"-, (+,i)-]
.lJ* 

^l 
,+lr(1, o)*(o -2,/o) , ();u)

,"o' (r "i) .. tz+t

x,:

-(l+o*2 y'")cos

q E(\, A).

Itml
'J- J ; 'tr;+t

fl+,;r(r, {)-r r(0, ;)]

For o:1, the expressions for p, and Xu are given by (32) and r.35)

respectively, but the expressions for l, and gB are given by

r,- ** *r(',:r)* Jtr, u(',i) . (36)

r,:$lir,,u(,,
4

... (3s)

(3?)
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4. Oscillatory Free Convection from a Sphere

We consider a sphere of radius a in a fluid which is almost incom-

pressible so that the changes in the density are only important in pro-

ducing buoyancy forces. The temperature of the sphere is given by

(1). The sectior of the sphere cut by a vertical plane through the

center of the sphere is a ciicle of radius a' There is no motion per-

penOicutar to the plane of symmetry and hence the motion is axisym-

metric. Let o be the angle measured from the downward drawn ver-

tical and i' denotes the radical distance measured from the center of

the sphere. \f u' and v' are the components of the velocity in the

directions of 0 and 7 respectively' then the boundary conditions of the

problem are

T:Toll*b cos arl'), tl'--v':O at r:a,
T-+To, u'+0 as Y-+ n'
Using substitution approximations similar to those of (8)

the axisymmetric equations of motion reduce to

%o:L !u: +ho ,io u,6t-2 Ar'

*'# *ilo cot o_o'

-, 
o'ho_2 aTr.

ouo

0o

oho
at
'9!,_-o- alu! : -a!, +h,0t 2 drl" o0

...(41)

sin o- ,,'-#-r,%+ Jzotn W,"' ,o::,

%;*Ur;*uL 
cot u= - J'#Q'#-+zv,),

'If -r 
a#:-u"ul; 'u"ul; *

o!.r: - l?Yn" cos o,dr)Uo"

with the boundarY conditions

ll,= lo:1lr:Vr:0, ho:COSt' ht:O at 
'-O'

ur->O, urlO, ho-+0, ftr+0 as T* n 
'

forr+l,thesolutionsoftheseequationsaregivenby'
hr-E(|, O),

u,:-l[u l', Tl-u(i';]1

z* o!t-
o orJ'

... (38)

and (13)

... (3e)

... (40)

... (43)

...(44)

...(4s)

...(46)

...(47)

...(48)

i
*

L



...(s0)

...(s1)

The solutions (47) to (49) and Eqs. (42) to (45) suggest the foilowing
forms for ltr, ur, and u, :

h r:lX r(t, n) + X r(rl)) cos O +7. B(t, T),

ur:\f,.(t, ,i +f,(Dl sin 2o+fr(t, q),

vt:l.gr(t, ,t)+ Sr(n)1(3 cos 20 + 1) +g,(r, ,) cos o.

The boundary conditions (46) give i
x r-X r:X t:fr:fr:fs- g t- ge : gg :0 at q:g
X.r-+0, Xr-+0, Xr+0, .fr+O,fr+O, /r+0 as tl-> n . ... (ss)

Substituting (47) to (5a) in Eqs. (42) to (45) we get a set of ordinary
linear differential equations for prr.fr, f* fr, gy gz, gs, X, X, andT."
which can be solved under the boundary conditions (55), These solutions
are lengthy and they are similar in form to the corresponding terms
for the case of a cylinder. These solutions are not reproduced here and
may be obtained from the authors.

It is seen that in both the cases of the cylinder and the sphere
undetermined constants appear in the expressions for fr; gr, arid X, and
they do not satisfy the boundary conditions at infinity. This is due to
to the defect in the perturbation method we used. In the first approxi-
mation we have neglected the convective part of the inertial force in
comparison with buoyancy force. This is true near the heated wall,
but at large distances from the wall the convective terms of the inertia
force are of the same order as the buoyancy force. An outer layer
solution when matched with the inner layer will determine the undeter-
mined constants. This, however, has not been attempted. The expressions
satisfy the boundary conditions at the wall and the undetermined
constants do not appear in the expressions for the vertical force
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,o- tZ,e' r 
[(vr_ r) r(0, ;). r(,, i)

' .r;n(rj, X)1, ... (4e)

For o-1, io is given by @7) and the expression for uo and vo are
given by

u,:in sin o. r(r, -r{),

,o-rf.o'0. [r (0, ])- ^tzru1r,;)-r(,,;)] .

...(52)

...(s3)

...(s4)
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cxperienced by the surfaces and the rate of heat

Hence, the expressions give the correct results in

surface.

transfer from them.

the region near the

5. Discussion

The expressions for'r,tr and c rr,the normal und shearingstresses for

both the cylinder and the sphere are given by

t rr:-P'*zP#'
rOu' u' I 0v'1

'=ro:Fl6y - r*; ao J'
where p is the coefficient of viscosity of the fluid. Substituting (8) into

the expressions for the stresses and neglecting terms of order e2 and

higher orders of ee, we get,

rrr.:-*pl)2pr

li*f Aro , -AYt1, ro: pu " J.;' La, 
nu ai .l'

The non-dimensional force on the circular cylinder per unit length in

the vertical direction is given by

,,:fr.f"(."a ,io o -r,,"o, u)r=., ao)f {"oau')

:Ma cos (t-),").
If we work out the force on the basis of

we get

(1967) calculation,

F":M 
"or (r- [ ),

The non-dimensional force on the sphere in the vertical direction is

given by

tr 2n

o:[f ( ("ra ,i,, 0-t* cos 0) 
- 

az sin o ao a+)/
-[-o [:s 4:o

(4na2 pu'f ' :M, cos (r - i,).

Taking m-7, e:g.l, the values of M, Mr, 7"' M,' and i' have been

giveo in Table 1. The results show that for both the cases ( cylinder and

Jphere ) the amplitude of the oscillations of the vertical buoyancy force

tr-
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decreases with the increase in o anC it has a phase lag over the oscilla-
tions of the temperature of the surfaces. This phase lag always remains
greater than r14 and for large o"it tends to coincide withnl4. Comparing
M and M" we see that the consideration of the effect of curvature gives
a higher value of the amplitude of the oscillation of the vertical
buoyancy force than that obtained when calculated on the basis of
Merkin's work.

The heat flux from any point on the cylinder or the sphere is
given by

, o: - o(#)tr:a - pgCou bro Jtr"$*)r:o
where k is the thermal conductivity and C, is the specific heat with
constant pressure. The nondimensional rate of heat transfer per unit
length, from the surface of the cylinder is given by

')-

,,:(5 8ua ds) {z*tosc,ubro)-'

:I,, cos (t+y")

and that for the sphere is given by

{ra1 sin o dr,d|) $na'oSCnVbT)-r

:2, cos (/+1,r).

If we work out the rate of heat transfer fron the cylinder on the
basis of Merkin's calculations, we get

e":L "o'(r+{),
Taking m:l, e-0.1, the values af L, L,, L* lo, and 7, are give in
Table II for various values of o. The amplitute of oscillations of the
rate of heat transfer decreases with the increase in o and it has a phase
lead over the oscillations of the temperature of the surfaces. This phase
lead increases with the increase in o sad terds to coincide with ztl4
for large o'. Cornparing L and Z, we see that the consideration of the
effect of eurvature gives a higher value of the rate of heat transfer
than that obtained when calculated on the basis of Merkin's calculation.

n20
n,:( lr:05*:o
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Table 1

M" M, ( in degrees) (in degrees)

0.7 0.544
1.0 0.500

2.0 0.414

5.0 0.309

10.0 0.240
20.0 0.183

50.0 0.124
100.0 0.091

1.787 0.793

1.536 0.691

1..142 0.526
0.766 0.362

0.s62 0.269

0.409 0.198

0.267 0.131

0.192 0.094

46.467

46.318
46.049

45,728
45.s50
4s.407

45.258
45.201

47'217

46.954

46.s01

46.020
45.7s6

45.550

45.373

45.2s8

Table 2

L, (in degrees)
f6

(in degrees)
Ts

0.7

1.0

2.0

5.0

10.0
20.0
50.0

100.0

1.195

1.100

0.707
0.447
0.316
0.224
0.141

0.100

1.247

1.036

0.725
0.454
0.320

0.225
0.r42
0.100

1.300

1.073

0.743
0.461

0.323
0.227

0.143

0.101

42.676
43.045
43.591
44.098
44.362

44.538
44.712

44.798

40.s30
41.2t8
42.271

43.259

43.741
44.098

44.421

44.596
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